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SCHOOL MANAGEMENT

With the implementation of the
new term system in the school, in which
September – December 2020 is the First
Term of the session 2020/2021, the first
issue of The Highlander Review once again
appears in front us.
Year 2020 is a very tough and
challenging year. The Covid-19 pandemic
outbreak has disturbed and upset our way
of life not only in the school but the whole
world. We never experienced this kind of
circumstances before. Fortunately, with
the cooperation and support from the
parents and students, and the commitment
from our teachers, we have gone through
the first few months of difficult times by trying hard via E-learning. We were
all back to school on 15th July 2020, everything was back to normal. Students
enjoyed learning and teachers taught with full enthusiasm. However, on 9th
November 2020, things turned bad again and it was a nightmare for us all.
Due to second wave of Covid-19 outbreak, we have to close down the school
and start homebased e-learning again.
Luck was on our side as teachers are well prepared and had gained
experiences from the past. They are able to revise and refine their skills
and the teachers have the opportunity to see how their students respond to
the work they provide and how communication can be improved. From my
daily observation, teachers are preparing lessons diligently and doing their
very best. Students are much more ready for the e-learning as they had
taken back all their textbooks and studying materials. Regardless of what
the future holds, I believe that learning at home model will be the new norm.
My sincere hope that all members of the school community continue to
work together to ensure that our students are studying well despite of
learning from home. Dear students, we hope to see you again after the
pandemic. Sincere thanks to the parents who supported the decisions we
make to manage the changes during the pandemic. I am hopeful of a smooth
and rewarding journey through to the end of this school year and start a
fresh new school term in January 2021.
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As months passed by, we are still critically affected by the Covid-19
pandemic. Here at HIBS, we have taken numerous measures and steps to
make sure we accommodate every student’s need. Educators and staff of
HIBS are carrying out their duties enthusiastically in ensuring the future
of the students.

Students attending briefing on
the new Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP).

A visit from the Genting Highlands Police Department.

Foot Pedal Hand Sanitizer
Dispenser made by Mr. Logan
from the Maintenance
Department
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28TH AUGUST 2020

Despite the chaos of the pandemic,
educators and staff of HIBS, started the
school term with the annual dinner to draw
the power of positivity and solidarity
amongst colleagues. “Under the Sea”
theme was chosen and the Multi-Purpose
Hall of HIBS was decorated grandly by our
Art & Design teacher Mdm. Nurulhaida and
her committee with an inspired marine and
sea decorations.
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19TH SEPTEMBER 2020

In-House Training conducted by
Principal - Mr Leow Kim Hin,
Director of Studies – Mdm.
Rasamah
Rengasamy
and
Academic Director – Dr. V. M
Puvanendran.
Mr. Leow Kim Hin introduced the
Zero Failure Rate Policy that would
bring great change to the students’
performances in learning.
An effective lesson plan is a crucial
part in the teaching and learning
process, a presentation on this was
done by Mdm. Rasamah.

Peer teaching conducted by Ms. Insyira
and Mdm. Nur Fatin Hanani.

Dr. Puvanendran pointed out the
techniques of teaching and learning
in the classroom.
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21ST SEPTEMBER 2020
The International Peace Day is
celebrated to educate students on the
importance of peace in our life even
during these tough times. COVID-19 has
also given a huge impact on students’
life around the world. With this year’s
theme of ‘Shaping Peace Together’, we
hope that the students would be kind to
those communities that have been
suffering more than others from the
pandemic’s effects, thus the Butterfly
Adoption Program from Malacca
Butterfly & Reptile Sanctuary.
The Butterfly Adoption Program was
conducted by Ms. Kimlashene with the
assistance of the Science Department
educators to educate everyone on the
importance of butterflies to the nature.
The Highlanders took a vital role in
being a Butterfly Guardian and had once
in a lifetime experience.

In addition to that, HIBS was amongst the first school in Malaysia that
adopted 50 chrysalises and successfully released them into the wild!
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1ST OCTOBER 2020

This year, the Mid-Autumn Festival celebration kicked
off with a series of exciting activities for the
Highlanders conducted by Ms. Chee Chai Sin. It was an
opportunity to celebrate and appreciate an aspect of
the Chinese culture.

DIY Paper Lanterns by Year 9 students

Calligraphy lesson by Ms Chee Chai Sin

The heavy downpour did not stop the Highlanders from having the Mooncake festival night walk in the school boarding area.
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2ND OCTOBER 2020

Highlanders Class of 2020 experienced what it was like
to graduate during a pandemic. The Graduation day
was successfully over with extreme measures and
protocols taken for the safety of all by Ms.
Mohanambal, the Year 10 and Year 11 teachers.
A special arrangement of live telecast of the
Graduation day ceremony on Facebook for the parents,
guest and friends that could not make it to the event
due to the Conditional Movement Control Order
(CMCO).

Musical performance by the graduates.

Speech by student representative, Khoo
Chee Rock
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2ND OCTOBER 2020

Themed
‘Environment:
Our
Shared
Responsibility’,
the
National
Environment
Day
celebrations at HIBS was
conducted by Ms. Nor Hafiza
along with the Year 9 students.
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Deepavali 2020 was
celebrated cautiously
following the Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP)
set by the Ministry of Health.
However, it was celebrated
with full of joy and laughter
along with scrumptious food.
Mdm Kalaishwari and her
team did a marvellous job
with the decorations at the
dining hall too.

27TH NOVEMBER 2020

Speech given by Mr. Leow Kim Hin
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